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LOCAL DANCER SIGNS WITH LA TALENT AGENCY 
 
 
PORT COQUITLAM, BC - After auditioning with hundreds of other dancers from the US 

and world-wide, Port Coquitlam dancer, Chantal Hunt, 23 has been offered an 

opportunity of a lifetime to be represented by the prestigious Bloc Talent Agency in Los 

Angeles – a goal that she has been working towards for many years.  

 

Considered to be one of Canada’s top young talent, Hunt has been dancing since the 

age of nine, starting her dance career and winning many awards through competitions 

with K & S Dance Productions in Port Coquitlam. She has trained at many studios 

throughout BC in particular Harbour Dance Centre and in pursuit of elevating her skills 

has trained at the renowned Broadway Dance Centre in New York as well as Millenium 

Dance, The Edge Performing Arts and Debbie Reynolds Dance Studio in Los Angeles.  

 

Her extraordinary talent surfaced quickly and by the age of 15, Hunt was teaching dance 

at private dance studios; touring nationally with recording artist Kayle, opening for Aaron 

Carter, 3 Deep, Vengaboys, Eiffel 65, B-4-4, McMaster & James; and appearing on local 

television and Much Music.  She most recently has been touring across Canada and the 

United States with recording artist Cory Lee. Her career as a freelance dancer, 

choreographer, instructor, actor, and model has soared to new heights with this amazing 

opportunity. 

 

“I am very excited about signing with Bloc Talent Agency,” says Hunt. “I have such 

passion and dedication for dancing and I feel very fortunate that my dream is now 

coming true. I believe that dance is an art that imprints itself on the soul and I look 

forward to advancing my skills and continuing to learn from top choreographers and 

instructors. ”  

 
Bloc who represents choreographers, dancers and extreme athletes for feature films, 

episodic and commercial television, live stage and theatre, has recognized Hunt’s talent 



for a reason - Hunt has won auditions and has worked on major films as a special 

skills/dancer. She has appeared in Scooby Doo 2, Dr. Dolittle 3, Lizzy McGuire and the 

Goodbye Girl and most recently finished filming with Chris Kattan on Totally Awesome 

where she was the dance double for the female lead. She has been on TV series, 

numerous commercials, music videos and teaches at private studios in the Vancouver 

area.  

 

Hunt will be off to LA in October to meet with Bloc, continue training, taking classes and 

refining her dance and performance skills.  

 

“I am living every dancers dream and look forward to the opportunities that signing with 

Bloc will give me,” says Hunt. “To start my career in my home town with the support of 

instructors, the dance community, family and friends, I am truly grateful – thank you.”  

 

For more information about Chantal Hunt and to follow her experiences in LA, please 

visit www.chantalhunt.homestead.com.  
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